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сотията на прахта и изсъхналите дървета се раж-
да последицата от кошмара на една война – тази 
на вечно съпътстващата болка . Присъстваме на 
особен ритуал – мястото е превърнато в поле на 
опит за прераждане, сцената е битка за оцелява-
не на душата, а тялото, съсухрено и скрибуцащо 
като обесения, се движи във всички посоки около 
себе си, около партньора и около смъртта – за да 
потвърди на тишината, че още го има . Поетичната 
и почти лишена от слово история за едно човешко 
разпадане и за опита да възвърнеш живота след 
това разпадане, е възможна само през погледа на 
тези самотни, грозни и изкривени кукли . Тук кук-
лата е човекът в момента на разбирането на него-
вата най-болезнена истина – животът е едно без-
крайно страдание и само копнежът по справянето 
с него може да те държи буден истински . Двете 
актриси, водещи куклите, извършват отговорна 
задача и стъпват внимателно по земята на забра-
вените – всяка стъпка на кукла, която се движи е 
като нов опит за заживяване, всяко дихание е като 
първо и последно, всяко раздвижване на ръка или 
крак е като връщане от някакво много лошо мяс-
то . Звуците, които издават куклите са нечовеш-
ки, паузите между отделните сцени са напоени с 
мъчително очакване – ще им бъде ли даден шанс 
да бъдат нормални отново? Може ли съществото 
ни да е нормално отново след преживяването на 
толкова много болка? Предпоследна сцена – кук-
лите се нареждат една до друга, хващайки я крак, 
я ръка на този преди нея – мрежа от неделими 
частици . Иска ми се това да е финал . Така виждам 
един прелестен финал на несъстоялото се щастие 
– хванати един за друг, като че това е единственият 
възможен начин да обитаваме тази земя нормал-
но, свързани и омотани в общата си болка . Но се 
разминава . Финалът е друг, много по-тих, неясен 
и кротък . Като човешка съдба .

Затваряме тази врата и отваряме една друга . 
Жена приспива дете . Детето е рошаво и не иска да 
заспива . Сцената е тъмна, всичко е ултравиолет . 

Винаги съм била леко предубедена към ултра-
виолета, докато не разбирам, че детето ще лети с 
риби, ще се губи в морето и ще мечтае, защото де-
тето е Моцарт и може да си позволи да композира 
на сън . „Малка нощна серенада“ на ДКИ-ДКТ-
Рязан ми възвърна наивността и способността 
да онемявам от кукленото изкуство – направи го 
категорично, майсторски и с много очарователен 
финес . Пренасянето в света на талантливия ком-
позитор е плод на добре организирана, но способ-
на да се забавлява режисура – сънищата на мал-
кия гений са предшественици на музиката, която 
ражда пред погледа на замаяната голяма малка 
публика: срещи със смешна жаба (брилянтен 
етюд), шарени птици, големи и малки риби, чудо-
вище и красива русалка . Красивото изпълнение 
на светещите кукли се балансира от усещането за 
закачка и намигване, което допълнително вкарва 
зрителя в списъка на „излъганите“ . Спектакълът 
си позволява тотално да се отпусне в историята 
и да изгради онова чувствително пространство 
за нахлуване на фантазията и предаването ни на 
теат ралната илюзия . Моцарт лети, плува и създа-
ва своята велика музика . Но той е дете и творчест-
вото минава през най-деликатните места на него-
вите сетива – там, където все още всичко свети 
ярко и се пренася в други светове . Самата „Малка 
нощна серенада“ успешно ме набута отново в мо-
ето детско тяло . В него театралната илюзия може 
да завладее напълно и да ме остави за малко да 
бъда излъгана . Защото понякога няма нищо по-
хубаво от добре създадена театрална лъжа .

„Двама са малко – трима за много“ има това 
качество – в неговия дух винаги усещам нежела-
ние за послушание (прилича на директора на теа-
търа?) . Има какво да оправя, но пакостите, които 
си измисля сам, са най-добрите – изкарват от ру-
тината, хрумката им е закачлива, а посланието е 
повече от един счупен нос . Защото пакостите са 
добрите му спектакли, за които сме искали да пи-
шем . Да живее илюзията . . .

When you have followed a festival for a long time 
(in terms of puppetry 6 years are a long time, really 
long), you become a bit more sensible to this festival . 
From this point of view, you may say that I have been 
too strict when looking at the festival programme . 
But from another point of view, let’s say you are 
hanging upside down a baobab tree, thus I was sim-
ply hoping that the festival would bring hospitality 
and diversity, which it has always been able to bring . 
Because, according to a common colleague’s opinion, 
the festivals are not what they used to be anymore . 
And since I am very obstinate and optimistic, I will 

refute this collegiality . The International Puppet 
Theater Festival “Two are too many – three not 
enough” has once again happened with inspiration . 
And indeed, even the fourth was very welcome, be-
cause thanks to him, the laughter was heard farther 
and farther, under the growing and echoing sound of 
the sparkling timpani . 

And so the diversity unfolded in front of us, and 
didn’t it also hold us? I will start from the moment in 
which it was enough to experience the loneliness, 
when you started to invent disasters . The show “The 
Fillyjonk who believed in disasters” of the Puppet 
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Theater in Burgas, was distinguished by the well-
known, but repetitive style and fascination of the 
couple Peter – Dessy Todorovi . This combination, 
created by a successful long-term theater style, was 
completed by another very talented and authentic 
artistic figure – the actress Nedelina Rosselinova . 
The result was a remarkable, exuberant and truly 
fantastic representation of the Tove Jansson’s uni-
verse . It was not going to be granted to us it in such 
a challenging and loquacious way, if the scenography 
of Hanna Shwartz was not included . The story of the 
Fillyjonk, which reminded of human solitude, was 
actually a story about human ability to imagine 
things, to be able to experience fully the worlds of 
fantasy, bearing both the terrible and beautiful con-
sequences, and also disasters . This story was told 
through the “scared” eyes of a strange character (in 
this case Dessy), who was living alone in a house 
close to the seaside, but was also provoking disasters 
and was sometimes drinking tea with Mrs . Gaffsie . 
They did not talk much, we learned more about 
them from their facial expression, from the way they 
treated their objects and the peculiar children’s 
mood they experienced with each new situation – 
innocently, as well as emotionally . And somewhere 
there, between the coming terrible storms and the 
little tea cups, which moved subtly on the wall of the 
house, appeared heartedly the voice of Itzhak Fintzi 
– the Storyteller . He was somehow moony, dreamy, 
but also friendly, thus the spectator was amazed and 
started to think that the story tells exactly about the 
Fillyjonk . The stage space was very wisely and hon-
estly distributed just as in a girl’s game, therefore one 
simply started wanting to make this place existing - 
that house, and… those disasters . His life would 
become much more livable if he knew that some-
where there really existed that mad woman who di-
rected sea calamities and cyclones, as well as the 
funny Gaffsie who opened her eyes so widely in sur-
prise and squatted if there was a danger . And in this 
whimsical and colorful theatric puppetry (without 
puppets!), the one thing I did not like was the ultra-
violet hoops and visions . To me those were abso-

lutely unnecessary . This must have been true because 
of something else – I did not even know how to call 
them . 

And since we all know the story of the “Snow 
Queen”, the Moscow Puppet Theater showed us that it 
could be told in a more contemporary way, which 
could involve children actively and make them actors, 
directors, stage designers and musicians in the show . 
Despite the language barrier (no, the six-year old chil-
dren did not speak Russian yet), the story, brilliantly 
drawn on big white cardboards, was played consist-
ently in front of the watchful eyes of the child creator, 
who was engaged in giving directions, imitating wind 
and jackdaws, shaving lamps and showing day and 
night . For most of the adults that was neither a new 
theatre technique, nor something original, but the 
engagement of the children and the good leader 
Anton Chalysh proved that even in such a simple 
game the thinking was provoked, and the imagination 
started to live more spontaneously and more quickly . 
It would be worth mentioning the “revolutionary” 
performance of theater “Malle-Malle”, titled boldly 
“Cyber white tale”, a director’s interpretation of Krassy 
Kirchev, following the classic “White fairy tale” by 
Valeri Petrov . I honour the experience of my young 
colleagues to introduce their own language and vision 
in a narrative, and in this case it was seen through the 
topic of digitalization . The well-known characters 
were prisoners of the net, and the small black box, 
which was the stage, was turned into a screen . The 
story of friendship was presented with a certain 
amount of sarcasm, referring to the common trend 
we all share, when addicting to something new and 
fashionable, but also to the apparent sympathy, refer-
ring to the world of computer games . The director 
could not hide that he had great fun while he was 
creating the tricks and the transfer of this aesthetics 
into the theater . A pleasant, but at times not very con-
vincing, different point of view towards the poetic 
and naive world of the white magic of the human 
close relations . 

Familiarity, warmth, relationship, dedication and 
unconditional love – these are the main points 
which make the Croatian “Kashtanka” exciting 
(Theater Virovitica and Zadar Puppet Theater) . For 
me this show was one of the most honest and au-
thentic experiences in the festival along with the 
professional and definite enlivenment of the puppet 
characters . I have not been so engaged in watching 
how someone plays with a puppet recently – so 
purely, as a child would do, as much believing as 
possible . I remembered the classic, but played out 
puppet phrase “as if it were true” . And in fact the 
story of the dog and his master, the loss of the dog, 
the meeting of new friends, the failure on the stage 
and the limitless love, which the dog was able to 
provide, were shown with very professional concen-
tration and dedication (I will mention two more ti-
tles that impressed me a lot in this way), with truly 
unassuming actor’s presence and disappearance 
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beyond the played character, which should have 
been enlivened . Thus the show became a parallel 
reality, a truth of yours, a fact, which was not played 
nor rehearsed . It was there just to comfort you, to 
bring your hope back and mostly – to confirm our 
need of theatric illusions . The mere puppets of 
“Kashtanka” (scenography  Natalija Burnos) did not 
splendor with specific artistry, on the contrary – the 
colors were pale, the clothes looked old and slightly 
ragged, their ears were flagging and their eyes looked 
sad and melancholic . Such were the puppets that had 
been in a dark and dusty place for a long time and 
when you had picked them up after many years they 
could not tell you anything else but a story of love, 
which did not shine, did not win in the end (as in a 
classic fairytale), but did not want, did not require, it 
was waiting till the very end and was embracing 
warmly even someone who would not appreciate it . 
Against the world which surrounds us and being 
pressed with technologies, super-information and 
hurry, the Croatian performance sounded as an old-
fashioned and innocent return into the theater of 
messages . This theater was painfully sincere in its 
aspiration to discover where the warm heart is, in 
which area the love can endure and why do we, the 
thinking creatures, that can manage so smoothly 
and skillfully something really original as the puppet 
is, then why cannot we teach our heart to love deep-
er and longer? The dog Kashtanka, the ragged 
dachshund, whose tail was turning very fast and was 
bearing more love than that of a real dog, managed 
to confirm that tenderness and love of another crea-
ture, leading to self-denial, is sometimes possible 
only if you forget about yourself . That was some-
thing that a person could hardly achieve . The wood-
en benches, which unfolded successively to become 
a stage for the puppets were the perfect stage decors 
from the back yard of a poor house, and only there 
the funny duck and the smart cat could have been 
the best partners of Kashtanka . You would say, what 
a name for a dachshund! Kashtanka? A name which 
can shelter you . 

Disemboweled, dusty, looking like a land forgot-
ten by people long ago – this was the space of 
“Headwinds” by “Is Mascareddas” Theater Company . 
The uninhabited and “not promised” land – the land 
on which the dirtiness of dust and dried trees gave 
birth to the consequences of the horrors of a war – 
the war of the eternally accompanying us pain . We 
were witnesses of a peculiar ritual – the place was 
converted into a field which tried to be reborn, the 
stage was a battle for survival of the soul and the 
body was shrunken and screaming as if being 
hanged, it moved around itself in all directions, 
around its partner and around death, to confirm to 
the silence that it is still there . The poetic and almost 
deprived of speech story, told about human destruc-
tion and the attempt to regain life after destruction . 
That story was possible only through the look of 
those lonely, ugly and curved puppets . Here the pup-

pet was the person, in the moment he understood 
the most painful truth – life is an endless suffering 
and only the aspiration to cope with it can make you 
truly awaken . The two actresses, manipulating the 
puppets, completed a responsible task and were 
stepping carefully on the land of the forgotten . Each 
step of the moving puppet looked like a new attempt 
to begin life again, each breath was like first and last, 
each movement of an arm or a leg was like return 
from a terrible place . The sounds, which the puppets 
emitted, were inhuman, pauses between different 
scenes were full of agonizing expectation – would 
they be given the chance to be normal again? Was it 
possible that our beings became normal again after 
experiencing so much pain? The last but one scene 
presented the puppets, standing one next to another, 
holding leg or hand of the one in front of them and 
creating a net of indivisible fragments . I wish this 
could be the end . In this way I would see an adorable 
final of happiness, which did not happen – holding 
each other, as if this were the only possible way for 
us to inhabit that land normally, related and enlaced 
in our common pain . But it was not was not that . 
The final was different, much quieter, more unclear 
and humbler . Just as the human fate . 

We closed this door and we opened another . A 
woman was putting a child to sleep . The child was 
shaggy and did not want to fall asleep . The stage was 
dark, everything was ultraviolet . I have always had 
prejudices to the ultraviolet but here I realized that the 
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child would fly with fishes, would get lost in the sea and 
would dream, because this child was Mozart, and he 
dared to compose music in his dream . “A litt le night 
serenade” of the State Regional Autonomous Institute 
of Culture and the Ryazan State Puppet Theater gave 
me back my innocence and my ability to be amazed by 
the puppet art with a categorical, masterful and charm-
ing fineness . The transfer into the world of the talented 
composer was a result of well organized, but also enter-
taining direction . The dreams of the little genius were 
predecessors of music, which showed – meetings with 
a funny frog (a brilliant etude), colorful birds, big and 
small fish, a monster and a beautiful mermaid in front 
of the very impressed small and big audience . The 
beautiful performance of the shining puppets was bal-
anced by sense of challenge and jokes which addition-
ally put the spectator on the list of the “lied” . The show 
allows itself to expand entirely into the story, and to 
build that sensible space where fantasy invaded and we 
were conquered by theatric illusion . Mozart was flying, 

swimming and creating his great music . But he was a 
child and his works passed through the most delicate 
parts of his senses – there, where everything was still 
shining brightly and was taking you to some other 
worlds . The “Little night serenade” managed to push 
me back in my child’s body . While I was in it again, I felt 
that the theatric illusion could invade me completely 
and allowed me to be lied for a while . Because some-
times there is nothing better than the well created the-
atric lie . 

“Two are too many – three not enough” had this 
feature – I was always feeling a lack of desire to obey 
(just as the festival director?) in its spirit . There were 
things that I could fix, but the mischiefs he did alone 
were the best, because they were pulling him away 
from the routine, their ideas were provoking, and 
their message was more than just a broken nose . 
Because his mischiefs were the best shows that we 
wanted to write about . Long live illusion!

Translation by Nadia Zhereva

Валери Петров живее във 
време, в което дигитализация-
та на ежедневието все още не е 
фактор и все пак неговите пие-
си продължават да бъдат част 
от репертоарите на куклените 
театри – не само в София, но и 
в страната .

От друга страна, ако погле-
днем към днешния ден, вижда-
ме екип от млади кукленици 
(Театър „Мале-мале“1), които 
виждат една от най-известните 
му пиеси – „Бяла приказка“, по 
нов начин . Тази година се със-
тоя премиерата на „Кибер бяла 
приказка“2 . Заглавието под-
сказва, че оригиналният текст 
най-вероятно е бил променен .

В годините, в които съм 
имала преки срещи с кукления 
театър, съм виждала несполуч-
ливи адаптации по класически 
и любими текстове – още на 
този етап искам да кажа, че 
спектакълът, който предстои 
да разгледам, не е такъв при-
мер .

Режисьорът на представле-
нието (Красимир Кирчев) про-

Кибер бяла приказка – 
дигитална реалност по Валери Петров
Светломира Стоянова

1 Първата награда 
на Пресцентъра 
(2017 г .) на 
Международния 
куклен фестивал 
„Михаил 
Лъкатник“ в 
Ямбол е връчена 
на театър „Мале-
мале“ .
2  Премиерата се 
състоя на 
16 .12 .2017 г . в 
Театър „Ателие 
313“ .

„Кибер бяла 
приказка“
Снимка  
Гергана Дамянова

меня пиесата без да „посяга“ на 
сюжета и посланието . Смятам, 
че работата му с текста е клю-
чова и не винаги сполучлива, 
но в този случай ми се струва, 
че нещо много важно се е слу-
чило в работния процес . От го-
дини се говори за развитието 
на публиките, за начините на 
достигане по правилен начин 
до детската аудитория . Текстът 
на Валери Петров винаги ще 

бъде актуален, тъй като засяга 
темите за приятелството, но в 
дигитализирания свят, който 
днес обитаваме, има начин да 
се достигне до децата чрез език, 
който им е понятен .

В „Кибер бяла приказка“ с 
много чувство за хумор както в 
режисьорската интерпретация, 
така и в сценографското реше-
ние на Ханна Шварц, можем да 
открием именно съвременен 


